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L3 issues
◦ Analysis within the collaboration
◦ Collaboration with other experiments
◦ Data analysis model
◦ Preservation scenarios / what was preserved
◦ Documentation
◦ State of preservation in 2009
◦ A few not-so-technical remarks
ALEPH specific issues
DELPHI specific issues

(OPAL will be/has been presented by Matthias Schroeder in a 
seprate talk)

Outline
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L3

contributions from: Salvatore Mele, Luca Malgeri, 
Luc Pape



Working groups: 
◦ Fermion-pair, two-photon, Higgs*, QCD, SUSY*, WW, ZZ*

(* = shared common inter-group ntuples containing jets and 
leptons in predefined event-topologies)

Number of active analyses:
◦ In 2001: about 80
◦ Today: ~6 electroweak, 1 QCD analysis,
◦ Succesfully completed the analysis program in the first three 

years after shutdown
◦ all key electroweak measurements published by 2006

Shared MC/data production responsibilities:
◦ centralized production up to clusters/tracks level managed by 

2-3 FTE
◦ Analysis-group specific data formats (‘ntuples’) done by 

typically one person per analysis group
Analysis organisation within the collaboration:
◦ Mostly one person working on one analysis
◦ Analysis code private in most cases
◦ Two analyses per channel for ‘sensitive’ analyses (Higgs, WW)

Analysis within the collaboration
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Extent of collaboration with sister experiments:
◦ LEP Higgs working group: 

See talk by Peter Igo-Kemenes
◦ LEP SUSY working group: 

Exchange of 2D Histograms (data,signal efficiencies, 
background) for combinations

◦ LEP Electroweak working group: 
systematic uncertainty matrices in numerical form

◦ WW working group: 
LEP-Wide ASCII files with MC four-vectors (before 
hadronization) e.g. for assessment of common 
systematics

Participation required at least some level of openness and 
standardisation (which are prerequisites for preservation and 
open access).

Collaboration with other epxeriments
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Levels of abstraction:
◦ ‘DSU’: tracker/calorimeter hits and tracks/cluster, 
◦ ‘DVN’: tracks and clusters only
Calibration:
◦ At the beginning of each data-taking year (LEP II): LEP  

delivered a few pb-1 at the Z resonance for calibration 
purposes.
◦ Mapping of operational/non-operational periods of detector 

parts onto MC production after data taking (‘RDVNs’)
◦ Further MC tuning necessary in some cases: e.g. determine 

tracking chamber efficiencies from data more accurately for 
B-Tagging using an iterative procedure

Databases:
◦ run information, file catalogs
◦ Flat files and FATMEN
◦ Note that this information needs to be archived as well !

Data analysis model
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Size of individual (RAW) events: ??
Software releases:
◦ Revision management: PATCHY
◦ Frequency: 1-3 per year (in the final years)

Last releases: mainly bugfixes, improved tracking / b-tag
◦ Validation: some distributions checked by eye for new 

releases
Monte Carlo simulation strategy:
◦ Detector simulation: 

Geant3 based
No fast simulation available

◦ Physics simulation: a variety of generators: PYTHIA, 
Excalibur, KORALW/Z, etc.
◦ Production: Analysis groups prepare data cards, centralized 

production managed by 2-3 FTE

Data analysis model
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Storage and access:
◦ DSU/DVN stored in CASTOR at CERN

Developed a C++ framework to access DVN 
(tracks/clusters) 
Wrote an application using the FORTRAN code to read the 
reconstructed data and store it in ROOT trees

◦ It was not foreseen to give access to anybody outside the 
collaboration

Data analysis model
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Data Tier Size (Data) Size (MC)

DSU (hits) 1161 GB 6473 GB

DVN (tracks, clusters) ZEBRA 90 GB 2490 GB (RDVN)
1659 GB (DVN)

DVN (tracks,clusters) ROOT 106 GB 2104 GB

New particle ntuples (analysis-group 
specific)

23 GB 151 GB



Business model of data preservation:
◦ Agreement with CERN/IT to keep tapes and support 
◦ “Agreement” to keep CERNLIB
◦ CASTOR storage:  

Paid for tapes once
Migration for free 
◦ negligible compared to cost of LHC tapes
◦ Expect drop in price / TB with newer technologies

◦ Relying on people still being around in other experiments in 
case of need to reanalyze the data

Data analysis model
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Preservation scenario A
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Scenario A:
◦ Work your way from the publication towards the raw data (go 

as far as you can):
a) Preserve publications electronically (arXiv)
b) Preserve histograms, uncertainty matrices etc.
c) Preserve personal ntuples
d) Preserve tools (“macros”) to go from c) to b)
e) Preserve analysis groups data
f) Preserve tools (“personal analysis code”) to go from e) to 

d)
g) Preserve reconstruction output (tracks, clusters)
h) Preserve tools (“analysis group code”) to go from g) to f)
i) Etc.

Unfortunately, b)-d) and f) did not happen
e) happened for searches-related groups
Further preservation (of raw data) is probably impossible

Preservation scenario A
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Example of scenario A

140 pages of tables



What was preserved ?
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Preservation scenario B
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Scenario B:
◦ We had an opportunity to implement QUAERO in L3
◦ Produce four-vectors with a selection which is as loose as possible 
◦ Pros:

Easily allows for new future searches
(e.g. testing future extensions of the Standard Model)
A whole lot of machinery is included:
◦ Automatic checking of agreement data/MC 
◦ Search across hundreds of distributions for best sensitivity
◦ Interface to MadGraph
◦ Automatic procedure to tune a fast simulation 
◦ Web interface to submit new physics models
Don’t have to run after each analysis person individually

◦ Cons:
Need to understand your data really well. Such an “overall 
analysis” was only attempted once before in L3 and then abandoned

We invested some effort (fraction of a person), based on “new particles” 
analysis group tuples with a somewhat loose selection
◦ Tried to understand (and possibly fix) discrepancies in data
◦ gave up at some point

Preservation scenario B
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A big part of the documentation was stored here:

Documentation maintenance: 3 meals per day + Coffees 
( + other costs)

Very expensive solution in the long term (especially after data 
taking has stopped)

Documentation
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A handful of collaboration members still around, scattered across 
the globe, if still in HEP…
◦ Editorial board still working
◦ Still publishing some papers

A few simple tests done last week:
◦ Reconstruction program at least produces a welcome message 

when run on lxplus

Most of the libraries are linked in statically, some (e.g. libshift) 
however dynamically, may lead to problems on newer 
platforms

◦ List of MC requests still readable

◦ PAW seems to run (problems opening remote display though)

However:
◦ CERNLIB support not foreseen any more on SLC5: lack of 

manpower, especially for certification on a 64bit operating 
system. 

IT IS NOT CLEAR WHETHER WE WILL BE ABLE TO ACCESS LEP 
DATA ON SLC5 !

State of preservation in 2009
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Preservation effort started too late. We consider it failed.
However, publication effort was a success !
Among possible reasons for the failure of the preservation effort:

◦ Effort started too late (after data taking was completed)

◦ Based on 1-2 persons, not even working 100% on it

◦ Everybody’s analysis code was ‘private’ (stored in user’s 
directory, not in central storage)

◦ Inheriting of analysis typically by person-to-person oral 
training instead of providing documentation

◦ Private corrections (e.g. additional smearing of MC) often did 
not go into central code

◦ People left to other experiments quickly after end of data 
taking

A few not-so-technical remarks
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Among possible reasons for the failure of the preservation effort:
◦ Reconstruction code hard to read: All function names six 

characters long (and the two first reserved for the 
subsystem…).

◦ With the overlap of concepts of (open) access and reservation, 
and the difficulty of opening a debate at a later stage in the life 
of the collaboration, priority was given to complete data 
analysis AND publish multi-dimensional distributions allowing 
at least some re-interpretation of the most unique data

A few not-so-technical remarks
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Things which potentially could have helped:
◦ Twiki for easy documentation update

◦ Person actively running after people to update the documentation 
(as e.g. in CMS)

◦ Use of tools known outside HEP as opposed to HEP-specific 
solutions (e.g. CVS vs. PATCHY) flattens learning curve for 
outsiders/newcomers

(note that some technological choices had historical and cultural 
reasons)

◦ LEP-Wide combination of more analyses, at higher level of detail

◦ Spread of collaboration across different time zones (like LHC 
experiments), encourages email exchanges and filling Wikis with 
documentation

◦ (young) people who ‘grew up’ with the habit of looking for 
information/documentation on the internet and using keyboards

A few not-so-technical remarks
(my personal observations comparing the late LEP and the early 

LHC era)
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ALEPH

contributions from: Marcello Maggi, Roberto Tenchini



All analyses based on Mini-DST (one format for the whole 
collaboration)
Databases: ORACLE based
Using BOS instead of ZEBRA for data storage
◦ Worked ok on SLC4, not yet clear on SLC5

Number of active analyses: one, potentially a few more 
Policy that each ALEPH member can publish an analysis using 
ALEPH data (without collaboration approval) under certain 
conditions (see ‘use of ALEPH data’ on ALEPH home page):
◦ Excludes certain cases (e.g. some precision measurements)
◦ Also for pedagogical/teaching uses
◦ Four papers published under this scheme

ALEPH specific information
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Data: stored on castor, in addition:
◦ Each participating institute has a laptop with a frozen 

analysis system and 2TB of disk
Immune to operating system upgrades (don’t connect it 
to the network for security reasons)
Geographically distributed backup !

Business model of long term support: goodwill of experts still 
around

List of long-term contact persons for analyses on the ALEPH 
web page
Expert to interface to new physics generators available

ALEPH specific information
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DELPHI

Original slides by Ulrich Schwickerath

Additional contributions from: 
Ryszard Gokieli, Jan Timmermans



DELPHI activity during 2008 at CERN

10 papers still to be published, for 5 of them 
analysis probably still ongoing

165 registered users (not blocked accounts) at 
CERN

all data (raw, short dst and MC) stored on 
CASTOR

Fatmen database replaced by flat files 
(ASCII) years ago 

recently migrated to CASTOR2

experiment software/libraries on AFS

DELPHI status

Raw Data (total): 6224 GByte 
(includes baba+cosmics) 
~600 GByte e+e- data

MC data (total): 11955.8 GByte 

Detector state date: 2 GByte



Software archiving
Software – CD project:

includes all DELPHI software in source code

includes all required build scripts to boot strap a working environment

does not rely on AFS 

contains everything needed to run simulations and data reprocessing

CERNLIB

delsim (detector simulation code)

delana (event reconstruction code)

dstana (user analysis frame work)

delgra (event display, broken since some time due to GPHIGS)

idea (C++ user analysis framework, not possible to generate new MC !) 

comes as a tar ball 

... but no data and no generators included

Last updated: Oct. 2004   



Issues

broken event display 

delgra is broken since we went to SLC4 because of changes of some symbols in glibc

no man power to port it to openGL or similar

no 64bit support (on linux)

no reliable 64bit version of CERNLIB available 

experts left, so in case of problems it will be difficult to debug 

impossible to migrate to SLC5  and beyond

CERNLIB is unavailable

CERN IT will move to SLC5 within the time scale of MONTHS.  



Issues

Tape loss discovered last weekend:

bad news about a tape which stored some of the DELPHI raw data files and MC 
used for analyses in the past, which apparently is LOST now. 

DELPHI  still has the hope that they can restore at least part of this data 

Clearly raises the question if it were possible to have replicas of all the LEP data eg. at 
the LHC Tier 1 centers.

This would be around 100TByte in total for LEP, including all real data, MC and 
raw data all years included. 

DELPHI strongly supports this idea !
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